
Airport and Other Pre-Arranged Transportation Terms and Conditions

Drop off time is dependent on client's readiness at pickup and traffic conditions. 
Mary's Taxi will not be responsible for adverse traffic conditions, client's tardiness, or acts of 
God preventing timeliness of arrival at any location. 
If driving conditions are prohibitive to to punctuality of arrival, Mary's Taxi will utilize alternative
routes to arrive in the timeliest manner possible.

Vehicle use is based on AVAILABILITY. 
If the number of passengers change, you must notify Mary's Taxi prior to the pickup date and 
time.  
We cannot guarantee rides for passengers added by the client without prior approval from 
Mary's Taxi. 
Airport vehicles provided are based on the number of passengers indicated at the time of 
reservation. 
If there is a change in the number of passengers who will be traveling, you must notify us 
prior to the pickup, and will be accommodated WHEN POSSIBLE, but is NOT 
GUARANTEED.

Cancellations made less than 24 hours in advance of pickup time are not refundable, with the 
exception of airline/airport cancellations. 
Late flights will be accommodated whenever possible. 
*If your flight is running late, please call or email us with the updated information!
*It is possible you may be asked to share a ride. If you do share a ride, we will reduce the cost
of your ride to 75% of the original fare.
These 2 actions will help us to be better prepared and allow us to accommodate passengers 
who have suffered with late flights.
Other special circumstances may be refunded and will be considered and decided, based on 
the individual case. 
We appreciate your patronage, and look forward to serving you in the future.

FAQ About Tipping Drivers:

Driver gratuity is not included, and may be given in cash with the driver at your discretion. 
If you wish to add a driver gratuity via C/C, please add it to your total, or you may send it after 
the ride via your Paypal or SquareUp account to Marystaxis@aol.com  
Driver gratuities are given directly to the driver, and are appreciated.
Driver's depend on tips as income.
Please be generous.
Usual and customary airport driver tips are 10%-20% of the fare, before any discounts.
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